


Rome, the Eternal City 
Rome, the Eternal city, an open-air museum. She will

welcome you with her infinite charms, just to make

you feel that you should normally live surrounded

by beauty.







Welcome to Rome: Meet & Greet and Transportation

Arrivals of the guests at Rome International Airport.

Meet & greet with our local escorts in the arrival area.

Transfer by

Luxury Motor coach (35/50 seats)

Luxury Mini coach (16/19 seats)

Luxury Minivan (7 seats)

Luxury Sedan car (3 seats)

Mineral water on board

About 40/45 minutes transfer from the airport to the hotel chosen.

Check-in & Accommodation.

Roma

Rome City Centre

Rome International Airport



VIP assistance and luggage pull service at airports

We can offer the following services for all guests on arrival:

Option 1: VIP Service at airport:

• Meet & Greet at the luggage carousel by dedicated staff (hostess)

• Porterage service

• Accompaniment at the meeting point with the driver

Option 2: VIP Service at airport:

• Plane side pick up

• Meet & Greet at the luggage carousel by dedicated staff (hostess)

• Porterage service

• Accompaniment at the meeting point with the driver

*VIP service on arrival need to be confirmed in terms of service and costs as this may be suspended for security reasons.



Rome Tours and Experiences



Rome Tours and Experiences

Group Activities suggestions

A. Enjoy Italian Luxury lifestyle

B. A funny day through family and tradition in Roman wine

region

C. Cooking class & lunch in Castel Gandolfo Papal estate

Optional Activities suggestions

1. Walking Tour Baroque Rome

2. Treasure of Ancient Rome

3. Borghese Gallery and Segway

4. Old Appia Road: St. Sebastian Catacombs and S. Cecilia

Mausoleum

5. San Clemente Basilica and Case Romane del Celio

6. The Picturesque Trastevere: Guided walking and S.

Cecilia Subterranean

7. Santa Maria Maggiore and Mosaic Masterclass

8. Enjoy Art, Fun & Gourmet in the Eternal City by Vespa

9. Shopping at the Market and Cooking Class

10. Ice Cream Masterclass

11. Caveau Bulgari Visit

Evening Group Activities suggestions

• Evening Group Activity 1: Vatican Museum Private Visit

• Evening Group Activity 2: Italian Masterpieces

• Evening Group Activity 3: Pizza master class & Party



Group Activities suggestions 



Timing: 09h00am/04h00pm

Duration: 7 hours including lunch

Participants: min. 15 up to 200 guests (1 English speaking local escort each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 30 minutes driving

Description: Arrival in a beutiful countryside property. Here, the guests will have as surprise

two activities to be done in rotation system during the morning:

Ferrari driving experience: Guests will be briefed and they will have the opportunity in turns

to drive a Ferrari car (5 Ferrari of the latest models will be available). This is a unique

experience that will blend a symbol of the Italian elegance and the thrill of driving luxury cars.

Pilot for a day experience: The guests will experience the thrill of flying by helicopter, with

the assistance of an instructor pilot, becoming a pilot for a day. 5 helicopters with double

controls will be available. The experience includes: lesson on the piloting of helicopters,

introductory flight with takeoff and landing.

Relax area / painting class / fine food and wine tasting / face or neck massage / painting

class and much more

Lunch will be served in the internal hall. After lunch transfer back to the hotel.

A. Enjoy Italian Luxury lifestyle 



Timing: 09h00am/04h00pm

Duration: 7 hours including lunch

Participants: min. 25 up to 120 guests (1 English speaking local escort each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 1 hour driving

Description: Departure by vintage cars self-driving (2 or 4 seats) towards the Roman Castle

area, famous all around for its wine production, for the pleasantness of the climate (roughly

400 m. above sea level) and for its beautiful panorama. Guests will reach a lovely private wine

farm family run in the heart of the “Roman Castle”. This is the oldest winery of the Roman

Castle on the gentle slopes that dominate Rome.

The family produces wines and olive oil from father to son, for more than three hundred years.

Here the guests will enjoy wine tasting, an involving and enjoyable cooking class by an old

and funny lady and a typical family lunch.

After lunch transfer back to the hotel by motor coaches.

B. A funny day  through family and tradition in 

Roman wine region



Timing: 09h00am/04h00pm

Duration: 7 hours including lunch

Participants: min. 15 up to 200 guests (1 English speaking local escort each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 1 hour driving

Description: Departure to reach the Papal estate of Castel Gandolfo where Emperor

Domitian built a summer villa here, the ruins of which are within the estate of the Pontifical

Villas. Begin with a visit to the Papal Palace, home to an exhibition of curated artefacts and

stories of the Pope’s who resided here. Visit of the roman amphitheater, the antiquarium and

the crypto portico and sculpted Barberini gardens, one of the finest examples of landscaped

gardens in Italy. Then, arrive at the Pope’s Farm where your culinary adventure begins. Here

you meet your professional chef with whom you will practice the traditional method of

making authentic fresh pasta by hand, as well as a dessert from scratch, using all the fresh

ingredients from the Pope’s farm itself. Lunch is then served with the food you have prepared,

a perfect Italian feast, completed with local wine.

C. Cooking class & lunch in Castel Gandolfo Papal 

estate



Optional Activities suggestions 



Timing: 09h00am/01h00pm

Duration: 4 hours

Participants: min.15 up to 200 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: walk from the hotel or about 10/15 minutes transfer depending upon the hotel

Description: Guests will have a guided walking tour of the city centre with some stops in the

most well known highlights. They will have the chance to admire the marvellous Piazza

Navona whit its celebrated fountain of the Rivers by Bernini; the Pantheon, one of the better

preserved buildings of ancient Rome and one of the most magnificent as it has survived

almost intact up to the present day; the Trevi Fountain, a real triumph of stones and waters,

masterpiece of Nicolò Salvi; the famous Piazza di Spagna (with the famous Spanish Steps

climbing to the Church of Trinità dei Monti, characteristic expression of the XVIII century art).

After the guided tour, guests will have free time for shopping. Rome has some of the best

places to shop in Italy. Along the streets near the Spanish Steps guests will find the boutiques

of some of the biggest names in Italian fashion: Fendi, Valentino, Bulgari, Prada, Armani,

Versace, Ferragamo, Cavalli, Gucci, and many others. Via dei Condotti and Via Frattina are

Rome's main streets for haute couture and “inspirational" window shopping.

1. Walking Tour Baroque Rome 



Timing: 09h00am/04h00pm

Duration: 7 hours including lunch

Participants: min. 25 up to 50 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 15/20 minutes transfer upon the Hotel chosen

Description: Guests will be immersed in the Ancient Rome starting from the visit of the

Coliseum. the biggest expression of Imperial Rome.The construction of the largest

amphitheater of the Roman Empire was started by Vespasian in 72 AD. This building was used

for gladiator fights and hunting simulations involving ferocious and exotic animals. Then,

guests will reach San Lorenzo in Miranda, a 17th century Baroque guild church which is

famous as the "church in a temple" in the Roman Forum. The church will be opened

exclusively for us: this visit is an experience quite surreal, as you hear the noise of the tourist

hordes filtering into the stillness from outside. Guests will have a private and guided visit that

will end in the panoramic terrace where they will enjoy a unique and amazing panorama

overlooking the Roman Forum. Panoramic tour by horse and carriage to reach a nice

traditional restaurant to have lunch.

2. Treasure of Ancient Rome



Timing: 08h15am/03h15pm

Duration: 7 hours including lunch

Participants: min.15 up to 25 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 15/20 minutes depending upon the hotel

Description: Guests will have a nice walking through the Borghese park to reach the Borghese

Gallery. Visit of this beautiful patrician Villa rich of treasures of major artists such as Bernini

and Tiziano. After visit, proceed on foot through the Borghese Park to reach starting point of

Segway tour. During the activity, they will discover Rome historical centre highlights! At the

end of the activity, release Segway and transfer to have lunch in a traditional Roman

Restaurant in the city centre. After lunch, transfer back to the Hotel.

3. Borghese Gallery and Segway tour 



Timing: 09h00am/01h00pm

Duration: 4 hours

Participants: min. 15 up to 50 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 15 guests)

Transfer time: about 30/40 minutes driving depending upon the hotel

Description: Arrival to the Old Appia Road is the most important of the Roman consular

roads, called by Statius the queen of road “regina viarum” because of the splendid

monuments lining it. Guided visit of San Sebastiano Catacombs. The caves and the tunnels of

the mines were used for pagan and Christian rectangular wall tombs, as well smaller tombs

used to house urns. Then, guests will admire the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella and the

impressive remains of Villa di Massenzio. It is a monumental tomb erected for a Roman

noblewoman whose degrees of kinship are known, albeit only partially, thanks to the

inscription, still preserved.

4. Old AppiaRoad: St. Sebastian Catacombs 

and S. Cecilia MausoleumMausoleum



Timing: 09h00am/01h00pm

Duration: 4 hours

Participants: min.15 up to 50 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 20/25 minutes depending upon the hotel

Description: Guests will have a guided visit of St.Clemente Basilica, named after Pope St.

Clemente, the third successor of St. Peter, who died about 100 A.D. Then, they will have the

chance to discover 2000 years of history and to admire the spectacular mosaics and frescoes.

Guests will travel back in time exploring the Basilica of the fourth century and then descending

into the world of Rome in the first century where there is still a pagan temple. Then, short

transfer to reach the “Case Romane del Celio”. Together with the excavation of San Clemente

they represent one of the most fascinating subterranean spaces in Rome due to their

extremely well conserved frescoed rooms and because of the artistic and religious value of the

site.

5. San Clemente Basilica and Case Romane

del Celio



Timing: 09h00am/01h00pm

Duration: 4 hours

Participants: min.15 up to 50 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 20/25 minutes depending upon the hotel

Description: Guests will have guided walking of Trastevere quarter. Very rich in history,

Trastevere was captured by the Romans during their Regal Period (753-509 B.C.) to gain

access and control of the waterway on both sides of the river. Trastevere with its narrow,

winding streets, diversity of nightlife and hidden archaeological gems, now houses an

international body of artists, students and expatriates who love the area’s rich scenery and

abundant secrets. During the walking tour, guests will visit The basilica of S.Cecilia, located in

the homonymous square, stands on the house of the Roman martyr Cecilia and her husband

Valeriano. The excavations under the church, carried out during the restoration of 1899,

effectively highlighted a group of ancient buildings of the Republican age with walls in square

tuff and a Doric column. At the end of a niche there is a relief in tuff representing "Minerva" in

front of an altar.

6. The Picturesque Trastevere: Guided walking 

and S. Cecilia Subterranean



Timing: 09h00am/01h00pm

Duration: 4 hours

Participants: min.10 up to 12 guests (1 English speaking local escort each 10 guests)

Transfer time: about 15/20 minutes depending upon the hotel

Description: Guided visit of Santa Maria Maggiore Basilica, a real jewel rich in priceless

beauty. It is the only one among the major basilicas of Rome, to preserve the original

structures of his time, enriched by successive additions that make it unique: the mosaics of the

central nave and the apse, the coffered ceiling in gilt wood, numerous chapels, the altar. Every

column, painting, each sculpture, each ornament of this basilica resonates with history and

religious feelings. After visit guests will reach a private venue where they will have a mosaic

master class by local artists that since long time preserve the ancient art. They will create their

artwork to take home as memory of the experience.

7. Santa Maria Maggiore and 

MosaicMasterclass



Timing: 09h00am/04h00pm

Duration: 7 hours including lunch

Participants: min.15 up to 50 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: departure from the hotel by Vespa / transfer back about 15/20 minutes

transfer upon the Hotel chosen

Description: Pick up by Vintage Vespa (with driver) to enjoy a nice panoramic tour of the city

to discover its main highlights. Hop on an iconic Vespa to taste truly the flavor of the Italian

Lifestyle, in the most real Roman Holidays remake fastest and cheapest way to explore the

attractions of Rome. Guided Vespa Tour is an adventure trough the history of the Romans and

their Coliseum, the majesty of the Vatican and the unique charm of Navona Square, the

Pantheon. During the tour, guests will have a stop in Pantheon area to enjoy a delicious

Italian ice cream, and another in a terrace in the Capitolium hill to have an refreshing drink

enjoying the beautiful landscape. Stop for photo shooting during the tour will be provided.

The activity will finish in a restaurant where they will have lunch. After lunch, transfer back to

the hotel by motor coach.

8. Enjoy Art, Fun & Gourmet in the Eternal City 

by Vespa



Timing: 09h00am/04h00pm

Duration: 7 hours including lunch

Participants: min. 15 up to 25 guests (1 English speaking local escort each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 15/20 minutes depending upon the hotel

Description: reach the colourful Campo de Fiori market to buy some ingredients. Then, walk

in the private venue where guests will have a welcome drink. Then they will be involved in a

cooking class hands on discovering how to prepare two types of pasta and a dessert, all

belonging to traditional dishes of Italian cuisine. Finally, the food prepared during the class is

served for a leisurely lunch, accompanied by a different local wine for each dish. As a

souvenir, all attendees receive detailed recipes of everything they’ve made.

After lunch, back to the hotel.

9. Shopping at the Market and Cooking Class



Timing: 10h00 pm/12h00 pm

Duration: 2 hours

Participants: min. 2 up to 6 guests (1 English speaking local escort) / we can arrange

multiple section during the morning to accommodate more guests in this activity

Transfer time: about 15/20 minutes depending upon the hotel

Description: Go deep into the history and culinary culture surrounding Italian gelato with this

gelato-lover's workshop in Rome. You'll watch a demonstration on how to make an ice cream

flavor and then make one of your own to enjoy. You'll be able to ask any questions you like

and leave with a fuller understanding of one of Italy's favorite desserts.

Full run-down on gelato and its ingredients and process, help make a popular flavors and then

enjoy a full gelato tasting: you will have 20 flavors available! The whole experience will last 1

hour.

10. Ice Cream Masterclass



Timing: TBA

Duration: TBA

• Description: Private visit of the Domus, the Museum on the first floor of the historic

boutique and normally not open to the public but accessible only by invitation: this part

would be followed directly by one of the Heritage department managers

• Guided tour of the boutique: explaining the architectural peculiarities of the place and

telling interesting and curious anecdotes about divas and famous people who have

passed through our boutique throughout history

• Small catering in a reserved area of the boutique upon request is allowed. Free time in

the boutique for assisted shopping.

To guarantee an experience of level and also in function of the available spaces, usually the

groups that we accept do not exceed 30 people at a time. It would therefore be necessary to

provide more sessions if you think all your guests want to participate.

11. Caveau Bulgari Visit



Evening Activities suggestions 



Timing: 06h00pm/09h00pm

Duration: 3 hours

Participants: min. 15 up to 200 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 15/20 minutes transfer upon the Hotel chosen

Description: Guests will have a private visit at the Vatican Museum (after the closing time to

the public / private visit is available normally with entrance at 6.00pm or 7.00pm upon

internal authorization). This is one of the most important museum complexes in the world,

divided into numerous splendidly arranged sections containing masterpieces by the greatest

artists, collected or commissioned by Popes down through the centuries. The private visit

includes the Sistine Chapel, in which the recent restoration has brought to light the original

colours of the vault and Michelangelo’s Last Judgement, darkened by the time. After visit,

cocktail can be arranged in a specific area authorized for this aim. It is no more possible to

host any dinner inside Vatican Museum at the moment.

Evening Group Activity 1: Vatican Museum Private 

Visit



Timing: 06h00pm/09h00pm

Duration: 3 hours

Participants: min. 15 up to 200 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 15/20 minutes transfer upon the Hotel chosen

Description: Guests will have a private visit of the most beautiful Roman Palace in Rome. It is

the best option we can find in Rome in terms of elegance, uniqueness, art and style. It is

absolutely the most beautiful place in Rome, exceptional reception wise. A true jewel of

Roman the Baroque, the Galleria Colonna was commissioned in the mid 1600s by Cardinal

Girolamo I Colonna and his nephew Lorenzo Onofrio Colonna. It was inaugurated by Lorenzo

Onofrio’s son, Philip II, in 1700. The visit will last 1 hour 30 minutes.

After the visit guests will have a cocktail and/or a an Opera concert in the magnificent

Gallery or even dinner in the Gallery of this Patrician Palace

Group Activity 2: Italian Masterpieces



Timing: 06h00pm/09h00pm

Duration: 3 hours

Participants: min. 15 up to 200 guests (1 English speaking local guide each 25 guests)

Transfer time: about 25/30 minutes transfer depending upon the hotel chosen

Description: All guests will be directly involved in preparing different kind of pizzas: with

apron and by the help of expert pizzaioli at their disposal, they will learn all secrets of pizza

making. Guests will be welcomed by house wine and typical appetizers and they will taste

some pizza. Then they will be invited to do their own pizza!

Pizza working stations will be positioned completely equipped with all materials necessary to

prepare and cook pizzas and to learn how to prepare our pasta specialties: from tools to

ingredients guests will find what is necessary to realize this delicious Italian specialties.

Fun and informal atmosphere will be provided by strolling folk musicians!

Group Activity 3: Pizza master class & Party 



Restaurant Suggestions 
for Dine around 



Off-site Group Dinner suggestions 

1. Gourmet Panoramic Restaurant overlooking Coliseum

2. Gourmet Fine Restaurant – Historical centre

3. Modern Gourmet Restaurant - Trastevere Area

4. Refined Restaurant - Trastevere Area

5. Traditional Restaurant – Trastevere Area

6. Refined Restaurant – Historical centre

7. Bistrot Restaurant – Historical centre

8. Typical Roman Hostaria – Historical centre

And much more



1. Gourmet Panoramic Restaurant overlooking Coliseum 

Venue: “Aroma” Restaurant - 1 star Michelin

Aroma Restaurant in Rome center is a terrace restaurant with an amazing Coliseum view.

During the days of Imperial Rome they built some of the city’s most majestic monuments including four barracks for

gladiators close to the Coliseum, where the hotel stands today.

Talented Chef Giuseppe Di Iorio has created an inspiring seasonal menu using the freshest ingredients to capture the

essence of regional cuisine. Aroma gourmet restaurant has been recognized for excellence by " The American Academy of

Hospitality Sciences" with the 5 Star Diamonds Award.

Capacity: up to 35 guests in the panoramic veranda

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





2. Gourmet Fine Restaurant – Historical centre

Venue: Gourmet Fine Restaurant – 2 stars Michelin

The cuisine at Il Pagliaccio is refined, unique and unambiguous. There is enough creativity on the menu to last a lifetime. A

cuisine that embraces the world of the fusion of different flavours and aromas by Anthony Genovese and Francesco di

Lorenzo, for years at his side. At times, after the meal, everything can seem different, between the textural contrasts, mellow

sweetness and plays on colour, small, sweet temptations.

Capacity: up to 44 guests

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





3. Gourmet Restaurant - Trastevere Area

Venue: “Glass Hostaria” – Trastevere area

In the heart of Trastevere, just a few steps from Piazza Trilussa, Glass Hostaria is like an ultra-modern gem, very welcoming in

all the purity of its design that stands out in this area known for the old walls framed by ivy. A well provided wine cellar and a

lot of passion and study for a contemporary light cuisine are the main qualities of Glass.

Capacity: up to 40 guests

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





4. Refined Restaurant - Trastevere Area

Venue: Refined Restaurant in Trastevere Area

This refined restaurant Antica Pesa offers its guests dishes which are conceived following two

fundamental guidelines: the revisiting of traditional Roman cuisine recipes and the elaboration of

typical products of the region through recipes that enhance their quality. The dining room is

decorated with frescos on the walls of famous artists.

In summer time dinner will be served in the magnificent inside garden.

Capacity: up to 90 guests in a unique hall

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





5. Traditional Restaurant - Trastevere Area 

Venue: Typical Enoteca in Trastevere Area

This elegant informal restaurant is a place where you can taste good wine and excellent food.

The restaurant Enoteca Ferrara proposes antique Italian traditional dishes with a bit of fantasy. Unique dishes including fresh

pasta, fish and succulent meat are served.

Capacity: up to 120 seats in different halls

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





6. Refined Restaurant – Historical centre 

Venue: Refined restaurant inside an Historical Palace – Rome City Centre

Between taste and simplicity. Between the pleasure of a meal and that of enjoying company. Between those who want the

best and those who produce the best. Between food and wine and those who really appreciate them. Lunch or dinner are an

always new experience: a tradition of taste and hospitality which renews itself every day through Casa Bleve’s family recipes

in a welcoming and friendly setting.

Capacity: up to 130 guests (1 hall by 36 guests + 1 hall by 80 guests + 1 hall by 14 guests)

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





7. Bistrot Restaurant – Historical centre
Venue: “Babette” Bistrot Restaurant – Historical centre

Try to imagine an elegant and timeless building, where the light is delicate, and the colours have been mixed by encounters

and the passage of time. You’ll find items of beauty and modern art dotted around here and there, and books aplenty. The

aroma of bread and thyme hang in the air. The house knows how to nurture its inhabitants and visitors. Undoubtedly, this

building is a she, and she is called Babette. Babette is the ultimate expression of owners, Flora and Silvia’s imagination, flair

and experience. Both in the kitchen and in the restaurant, they continually show their guests attentive consideration and care.

The cuisine is based on secret family recipes, fit for special occasions. With passion and expertise they source their

ingredients; letting their senses guide them, they make their selection. The dishes are carefully prepared and meticulously

executed down to the smallest detail.

Capacity: up to 100 seats in different halls

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





8. Typical Roman Hostaria – Historical centre

Venue: Typical Roman Hostaria – Navona area

Located in the famous area of Piazza Navona, the restaurant Hostaria Costanza is built into the arches under

the Teatro di Pompeo, which dates back to 60BC. Very famous for the choice of traditional Italian recipes

from all Italian regions.

Capacity: up to 120 guests in different halls

Timing: 07h30pm/11h30pm

Transfer time: depending on the chosen hotel





Off-site Group Dinner suggestions 



Off-site Group Dinner suggestions 

1. Panoramic Historical Villa

2. Elegant Villa

3. Patrician Palace

4. Beautiful Roman Casino

5. Archaeological Complex

6. Archaeological Site

7. Modern Space



1. Panoramic Historical Villa

Venue: Panoramic Villa – Monte Mario area

Built in 1873, this villa is an elegant neoclassic building surrounded by acres of extremely cured

English style lawn, that offers an absolutely unique and spectacular view of Rome. The elegance

and prestige of an historic home, combined with all the comfort of a house designed for events.

Built high up on the slopes of Monte Mario in the early 1900s, this villa almost seems to brush the

cupola of St. Peter's.

The villa offer several indoor and outdoor space. Welcome cocktail can be served in the garden or

in the panoramic terrace. In case of bad weather it will be served in several internal halls and

dinner in the spacious ballroom.

Capacity: up to 500 guests

Timing: 07h30pm / 11h30am

Transfer time: upon the hotel chosen





2. Elegant Villa

Venue: Elegant Villa – Gianicolo area

Guests will have dinner in an elegant villa, property of the American Academy in Rome. The villa

was built in the XVII century and it had belonged to Pope Paolo III as part of the Farnese Family

vineyards. It is one of the most suggestive properties in Rome. Guests will have cocktail in the

Italian garden, dinner in the main garden and after dinner in the internal hall and in the terrace.

Classical, opera or gentle jazz musical entertainment can be provided.

Capacity: up to 160 guests in the main internal hall

Timing: 07h30pm / 11h30am

Transfer time: upon the hotel chosen





3. Patrician Palace

Venue: Patrician Palace

Patrician Palace is the most beautiful Roman Palace in Rome. It is the best option we can find in

Rome in terms of elegance, uniqueness, art and style. It is absolutely the most beautiful place in

Rome, exceptional reception wise. A true jewel of Roman the Baroque, the Galleria Colonna was

commissioned in the mid 1600s by Cardinal Girolamo I Colonna and his nephew Lorenzo Onofrio

Colonna. It was inaugurated by Lorenzo Onofrio’s son, Philip II, in 1700. Guests will have a private

visit of the palace followed by a welcome cocktail in the internal garden and dinner inside the

beautiful Gallery. Opera performance / Classical musical entertainments during the dinner will be

arranged. Please note that in this Location is not possible to have dancing/disco music.

Capacity: up to 250 guests in the Gallery

Timing: 07h30pm / 11h30am

Transfer time: upon the hotel chosen





4. Beautiful Roman Casino

Venue: Beautiful Roman Noble Casino – Rome centre

It stands on the Quirinal hill, inside the wonderful architectural complex of Palazzo Pallavicini

Rospigliosi, once the seat of the magnificent Baths of Constantine. This Roman noble casino is a

jewel of early 17th century Roman baroque, had built by the Flemish architect Giovanni Vasanzio

for Cardinal Scipione Borghese over the ruins of the Baths of Constantine. Its windows look out

directly onto Piazza del Quirinale and the Fontana dei Dioscuri and three big glass doors open

onto the hanging garden of about 2,000 sq.m..

Guests will have dinner in the main hall with Emperor table / round tables set up (according to the

number of the guests).

Capacity: up to 24 guests with the Emperor table set up – up to 46 guests with round tables set up

(80 guests in 2 rooms)

Timing: 07h30pm / 11h30am

Transfer time: upon the hotel chosen





5. Archaeological Complex

Venue: Archaeological Complex – Historical Centre

The Trajan’s Market complex, with its noteworthy architectural solutions, is one of the most

interesting examples of Roman building techniques. Once the administrative centre of the Imperial

Forums, over the centuries it has been a stately home, a military fortress, a convent and barracks.

Its strategic position, close to the archaeological site of the Imperial Forums, contributes to making

this a particularly prestigious venue for cultural events and exclusive private events. It is possible to

organize: private events on the terrace (max 120 people standing or sitting); private events in the

third floor rooms (max 120 people standing / 80 sitting); exclusive educational visits (max 200

people).

Capacity: up to 120 guests

Timing: 07h30pm / 11h30am

Transfer time: upon the hotel chosen





6. Archaeological Site

Venue: Archaeological site

The Baths of Caracalla were the city's second largest Roman public baths, likely built between AD

212 (or 211) and 216/217, during the reigns of emperors Septimius Severus and Caracalla. They

were in operation until the 530s and then fell into disuse and ruin. However, they have served as an

inspiration for many other notable buildings, including the Baths of Diocletian, Basilica of

Maxentius, the original Pennsylvania Station (New York) and Chicago Union Station. Art works

recovered from the ruins include famous sculptures such as the Farnese Bull and the Farnese

Hercules.

Today the Baths of Caracalla are a tourist attraction but it is even possible to organize memorable

events getting a special authorization by Fine Art Authority. Dinner and party will be arranged in a

crystal structure.

Capacity: up to 500 guests

Timing: 07h30pm / 11h30am

Transfer time: upon the hotel chosen





7. Modern Space

Venue: Modern Space – Historical centre

A structure of glass and steel from the ground floor through the four floors of the building up to

surface , to cover the stunning rooftop terrace with views of the dome of San Carlo al Corso and

the whole majesty of Rome. Flooded with natural light takes the shape of a large mirror irregular ,

that from sunset lights up like a large lamp. This is just one of many perspectives, different and

magical , the lantern , the new location in the heart of Rome that brings harmony the austere lines

and classic ones of yesterday with today's modern and futuristic .

We could arrange a welcome cocktail in the external panoramic terrace and a served Gala dinner in

the internal hall.

Capacity: up to 150 guests

Timing: 07h30pm / 11h30am

Transfer time: upon the hotel chosen





Theme and Entertainment suggestions 



Gourmet experience by Michelin Starred Chef



Art and Fashion night



Mystery Night



Opera night between classic and modern



Taste of Italy



Gift Proposal



Gift proposal



Gift proposal



Memories of Rome

It’s time to leave Rome!

We hope the great history, the people and the food have been

amazing and you’ve loved every minute of our trip.

We love realizing your dream trying to let you an indelible memory.

Thanks a lot for your attention, hoping to seeing you soon.

Your PR Dreamers



GENERAL CONDITIONS & NOTES 

RATES - The above-mentioned rates are in euros net to PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY. They are subject to our reconfirmation, after all final details have

been worked out. Should the number of participants or services change this could have an impact on the rates quoted above and necessitate a re-quote.

Proposed rates have validity until option date.

OPTIONS - Proposed services & venues have not been blocked yet. We are waiting for your comments/preferences.

EXPENSES - Should PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY be asked to cover cash pay-outs and other costs accruing apart from those in the program as booked,

or for direct services paid for through our bookings, a handling fee of 15% will be charged.

SITE INSPECTIONS – All expenses occurring during site inspections, inclusive those supported by our agency's staff will will be charged at cost. Further

PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY will charge a forfeit amount of € 500,00 per day for assistance during the inspection. In case of event confirmation the

assistance cost will be refunded.

EVENT ORGANIZATION – At all times during the preparation of the event confirmed to PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY a Project Leader will be at your

service in order to guarantee you the best assistance possible.

GRATUITIES - Gratuities to suppliers are not included in the cost proposal

HOTEL - All hotel rates that have been quoted in this proposal include the following services by PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY: We shall ensure that any

changes are passed on to the hotel and processed correctly. One member of our staff will supervise delivery and ensure smooth running of procedures.

We will be at the hotel prior to the group‘s arrival in order to ensure that room distribution is in line with the rooming list requirements, and will monitor

and spot check rooms in accordance with the arrival schedule.

ENTRANCES – Please note that the entrance fees to Museums or Monuments quoted above are based on the actual rates given by the individual

authorities. Any increase will be duly charged to the contractor.

THEATER TICKETS – Any tickets for operas, operettas, concerts, musicals, plays or festivals can only be provided against full prepayment. A 20%-plus-

VAT surcharge will be charged. Tickets cannot be returned. PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY will do its best to resell cancelled tickets.

GUIDES – Our team of guides and hostesses are carefully selected from among the most professional and are regularly licensed by Government

Authorities. During the walking portion of the city tours or excursions we always suggest the support of an additional guide (over and above one guide

for each 25 guests) in order to guarantee a better quality tour.

ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES – Unless specifically requested we do not have assistants on board limousines and minivans. The presence of assisting staff

inside the customs area is always subject to local customs agents’ approval. The number of staff / assistance involved at the airport will be suggested by

PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY once in possession of the arrival manifest.

PAYMENT POLICY – The full balance must be due before the event start. A detailed payment schedale will be included in the contract to be sent upon

confirmation of the event.

SIGNING – PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY has an in-house graphic department and can provide you with costs proposals for all coach signs with

company or event logo, menu cards, welcome letters etc.

PR INCENTIVES DMC IN ITALY has got liability insurance to protect guests as per the Italian law.



Contact us

Sicily office

Via Montelauro,4

95030 Tremestieri Etneo (CT)

Phone: +39 095 335353

Fax: +39 095 335399

Rome office

Viale Mazzini, 33

00195 Rome

Phone: +39 06 37511005
Fax: +39 06 37374903 

Milan office
Phone: +39 02 87159830


